RESTLESSNES RUNS
IN LASSE PETERSEN'S
BLOOD AND IT
PROPELLED HIM
INTO A LIFE OF CRIME

LASSE PETERSEN WAS
A CRIMINAL AND A
RESTLESS DAREDEVIL,
IF THERE EVER WAS
ONE

He was still high so felt no
fear and the gun was not
triggered. He was a
daredevil with a high degree
of restlessnes running
through him. Today he is 36
Under his bed he still had
years old and has left the life
the bullet proff vests,
of crime behind him.
waiting to be sold. Stolen
“It was a totally insane
goods that he had bought
situation to just be walking
for peanuts, hoping to
into that room. I guess most
make a large profit. But his people would think twice
business had stalled and no before they just go ahead,
one wanted to buy. He was but I was so obsessed with
in his late teens and needed the thought of selling those
the money.
vests and just went all in.”,
One day after getting
Lasse says.
stoned with a friend, they
decided to go see a friend
(....)
of a friend, who might be
interested.. They parked
The restlessnes in his blood
and went inside an empty
started when he was a child.
shop, where the guard at
At the age of six, his parents
the door pushed them
divorced and he insisted on
towards a stair going down living with his mother. She
to the basement. “They are was emotionally vulnarable
waiting for you.”. Then he and unstable and he felt it
shut the door behind them. was his responsibilty to take
In the darkness of the
care of her. So, he went to
room, he could see some
live with her in a joint living
men, sitting and playing
collective in a huge villa in
cards and on the table a
Copenhagen.
gun was placed.
The atmosphere was chaotic
His friend pointed towards and the people living there
an older guy, his friend,
were artists and creative
who was sitting in the
people. No limitations. No
corner. Lasse realized that rules applied - the dream of
the situation was out of
any child … but also very
control, because that older unstable and only worsened
guy had no authority.
by the mental and emotional
And then suddenly Lasse
tantrums of his mother.
felt a gun point at his head. Lasse learned to adjust to her
“What are you doing here? moodswings, ranging from
Who are you? Who do you euphoria to depression.
know?”.

While he speaks, his eyes
tear up and the lips tremble
underneath that big beard
of his. We are sitting at the
dinnertable in his newly
renovated house in
Copenhagen, where he
(.....)
lives with his wife. On the
wall there are many
A YOGA MAT ON THE
pictures and among them,
FLOOR
one of a spiritual guide, Sri
Sri Ravi Shankar, who is
Shortly after Lasse got his
the founder of the
tattooe, he joined a drug
international organisation
rehabilitation program and
Art of Living. Breathe
since then, he has stopped At first Lasse thought it was Smart is based on the yoga
taking drugs. But the
some kind of hippie-thing.
and breathing techniques
criminal actions didn’t just But he was willing to try
offered under Art of
subside by itself. Without
and joined the 4-day course Living. On the floor Lasse
the numbing effect of the
A previous mindfulnes
has a yoga mat.
drugs, he drowned in anger course he found too boring.
and emotions, leading to
The restlessnes is still a
several episodes of
This on the other hand was part of him, but he has
violence. During one of the powerful. He found himself learned to channel the
last court cases, where he
sitting in the middle of a
energy into more positive
was the assaliant, he
breathing exercise with his activities, e.g. half
He needed to be stimulated started to feel remorse.
eyes closed, following
marathons, parachuting
constantly. Wilder and
“I remember trembling
different rhythms. Slow,
and also he has been
wilder to numb his
with fear of being
then faster. And all the
running his own carpenter
feelings.
sentenced to prison during feelings that he had been
company for many years.
“It was like I got high on
the trial, because finally I
numbing with drugs for
And just recently he has
challenging myself and I
had started to build a
years, surfaced. The lack of started an education as a
got a lot of recognition
better life for myself. Other self confidence and guilt
drug rehabilitation
through my actions.”, he
times, when I had been on overflowed and he sat with therapist.
says.
trial, I would have been
tears rolling down his
Looking at his tattooe, he
thinking ‘If this or that
cheeks. He remembers that smiles. How did he ever
The constant restlessnes
person shows up here, I
moment like something of a believe that being restless
became like a mantra to
hope I can get to him on
revelation.
was cool?
him and he even has a
the way out of court’.”.
"Strangely I feel lucky to
tattooe across his back
Lasse’s criminal record
have been a drug abuser,
...
with black swirley letters, states one judgement for
because it gave me the
saying ‘Restless’. He got
fraud and three for being
chance to develop myself
Translation to English
the tattooe in his late
the assaliant.
and become a better
from Danish of excerpts of
20’ties.
person.”, Lasse says.
the original article.
But outside the home, he
vented his suppressed
emotional chaos. In
secondary school he
started hanging out in the
streets and did minor
offenses, like stealing from
supermarkets. His mother
was unemployed and
depended on the financial
help of others. He was
desperate to not end up
like her. “To me the worst
thing that could happen
would be to lack money. To
commit crimes to get it
didn’t matter to me as long
as I had money.”, Lasse
says.
Gradually he went from
weed to heavy drugs. To
calm the restlessnes. Minor
offences turned into
dealing with stoolen goods,
fraud and violence.

“I thought that restlessnes
was a super cool and
positive quality. I was
hyperactive and achieved
so much more than
others.”

He was sentenced to
community service and
during that time, he met a
person, who became his
way out. Jakob Lund from
Breathe Smart visited a
group therapy session and
shared some breathing
techniques that, when done
in a specific manner,
diminish stress. It has
proven as an effective
support for people in
rehabilitation.

